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Introduction

Cloud properties are being derived in near-real time from geostationary satellite imager data for a variety of weather and climate applications and research. Assessment of the uncertainties in each of the derived cloud parameters is essential for confident use of the products. Determination of cloud amount, cloud top height, and cloud layering is especially important for using these real-time products for applications such as aircraft icing condition diagnosis and numerical weather prediction model assimilation. Furthermore, the distribution of clouds as a function of altitude has become a central component of efforts to evaluate climate model cloud simulations. Validation of those parameters has been difficult except over limited areas where ground-based active sensors, such as cloud radars or lidars, have been available on a regular basis. Retrievals of cloud properties are sensitive to the surface background, time of day, and the clouds themselves. Thus, it is essential to assess the geostationary retrievals over a variety of locations. The availability of cloud radar data from CloudSat and lidar data from CALIPSO make it possible to perform those assessments over each geostationary domain at 0130 and 1330 LT. In this paper, CloudSat and CALIPSO data are matched with contemporaneous Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)data. Unlike comparisons with cloud products derived from A-Train imagers, this study considers comparisons of nadir active sensor data with off-nadir retrievals. These matched data are used to determine the uncertainties in cloud-top heights derived from the geostationary satellite data using the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) cloud retrieval algorithms. The results will be useful for constraining the use of the passive retrieval data in models and for improving the accuracy of the retrievals.

Data and Methodology

GOES-12 & GOES-11 VISST Products

GOES 8-km VIS(0.65um), solar-infrared (3.9um), IR (10.8um), and split-window (12.0um or 13um) data were analyzed using the Visible Infrared Solar-Infrared Split-window Technique (VISST: Minnis et al. 1995) over Continental US (CONUS, fig 1. Red box) for Dec 2006 - Jun 2007 period. VISST derives cloud top and base heights, optical depth (TAU), phase, ice water path (IWP), liquid water path (LWP), and cloud temperature. GOES data were obtained from Univ Wisc using MciDAS.

CloudSat and CALIPSO

2B-GEOPROF-Lidar Products (R04) were obtain from the CloudSat Data Processing Center (DPC) at CSU. This dataset combines CloudSat Radar and CALIPSO Lidar data to best estimate cloud layers (Mace et al.). Shots from lidar are merged in to radar footprint (fig. 2).

Matching Criteria

- Using CloudSat DPC ordering tool, GEOPROF-Lidar granules are selected if the CloudSat/CALIPSO pass over CONUS (fig 1, cyan circle).
- Radar-Lidar cloud layer products are processed into 8 pixels (20km) along track average. Only all cloudy pixels are used.
- Using Radar-Lidar averages, GOES VISST products are retrieved using closest pixel's weighted average of 2x2 8km GOES pixels within the CONUS domain 19N-55N & 60W-130W
- Only single layer (as determined by Radar-Lidar detection flags) are used in the analysis
- Clouds are screened using standard deviation thresholds test on the 8 Radar-Lidar pixel average

Results

VISST and Radar-Lidar Cloud Top Height Comparison (Single Layer, daytime), Apr 2007

VISST and Radar-Lidar Cloud Top Height Comparison (Single Layer, daytime), Jun 2007

Comparison of GOES and Radar-Lidar Derived Cloud Top Height

Summary

- Preliminary results from GOES and GEOPROF-Lidar products shows good cloud height correlations for single layer clouds
- No significant viewing zenith angle dependency can detected from GOES cloud heights retrievals
- Larger bias for clouds with optical depth of < 2
- Daytime VISST cloud height retrieval slightly better than nighttime
- Cloud height comparison show better agreement in low cloud (bias -0.03), mid level bias is -1.3, and high clouds has larger differences (bias -2.7)
- The CERES multi-layer cloud detection method will be evaluated in the future
- Correction needed for VISST cloud heights for optically thick clouds